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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1967

ITCC-N SPONSORS "SLUMBER PARTY"

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
SEENIN ITC'S FUTURE

by Sam Wagmeister
"Y ou me cordi ally invi te d lo an evening of fun and ga mes al
Orv ' s, Gus' s, and J ack 's."

That's how the invitation might have read, but no such luck.
The invitation came Jan . 26, with a fourteen inch snowfall that
blanketed Chicago. And the invitation was RSVP'd by telephone
calls that sounded something like this : "Hello, Mom, I ' m spending the night at school. Yea, we 're snowed in and a bunch of us
kids are sleeping in the gym . " Then they received a brief interrogation. The answers went , "Yes, there will be boys AND girls . "
"But Mom, I'm in college now!" And finally, "I don't care, I'm
spending the night anyway !!"

The situation occurred when nearly 900 automobiles were
stranded in the parking lot on the 26th. The school hired a tow
truck to help pull out some of the buried cars . Most of the autos
were removed, but several students who found themselves unable
to either start their cars or somehow hitch a ride home, lingered
around the school.
Approximately four o'clock the messiah came! Coach Gus
Ziagos announced that the gym would be open for those who wished to spend the night. The call went out from those students
still in the school to others who had already successfully made
the long trek home , and they began to return to ITC.
The staff on duty, Dean William Howenstine , Mr. Orville Goke,
Mr. Jack Richardson, and Coach Ziagos, opened the gym for
physical activities . Activities included volleyball, trampoline,
co-ed "touch" football in the A-wing, musical entertainment supplied by the ever present guitars , a swim , and what started out to
be an all-night basketball game.
In the basketball contest, Rod Browder led the "Kinks" to a
pair of losses at the hands of the powerful "Schleps . " The losers
were captained by Browder, and consisted of Don Lau , Rudy Jaksa ,
a nd George Powell. The victorious team was led by captain Bob
"Flash" Biggins, and his team mates included Chet Cyczen, Bob
Delaney, Fran Podraza , and Eddie "Streak" Zika. Fran Podraza
informed the INTERIM that he was the leading scorer. Bob De -........__ ~aney informed the INTERIM that he was the leading score r .
'George Powell informed the INTERI M t ha t he was the lea ding
scorer . Chet Cyczen informed the INTERIM tha t he was the leading scorer. Coach Ziagos said that several of the competitors
showed great promise , referring to the performances of Powell,
Biggins , Cyczen, Delaney , and Podraza .
The evening was marred by a near tragedy. Jeff Klein, while
swimming, developed cramps in both legs. Doug DeVincent jumped in the pool and rescued Klein, who had been submerged for
several seconds. (How about extra credit for Doug , Mr. Mueller?)
Mr . Coke , head of the audio visual department , enthralled (?)
the 100-plusstudentswith travelogue filmson Hawaii and Mexico.
The Physic al Health Club footed the cost of delicatessen
dinners, Joe Majkszak had several cans of Seven-Up, but decided
to horde them for himself.
Mr. Jack Richardson not only did a great job of supervising,
but provided much comic relief. When the students were busy
participating in the gym activities , minus their shoes, he said,
"Everywhere you go it smells like feet." He also noted , "No
fewer than 15 weren't ITC students, but were visiting dignitaries."
Early in the evening, Patrolman Ziagos issued a ticket for a
moving violation . He caught one of the "visiting dignitaries"
speeding down a hall, making an illegal turn, going too fast for
conditions, and ·a ll on a skate board in front of the auditorium.
Bob Biggins, Joe Majkszak, "Bomber" Browder, "Killer"
Kuhrt, and Frank Collins entertained observers by dunking the
basketball through the regulation-height baskets. For those of
you who may question this fete , it was done with the aid of the
spring boards .
Telephone lines to the school were kept open through out the

SEN ATE FO,RMS NEW CONSTITUTION
The president of the Student
Senate , John Podraz a, said today, "We hope to have the new
Constitution ratified by the students by February 15."
"The old Constitution," he
said, "was too vague. With the
increase in students, the need
for a new procedure was necessary. The old Constitution only
laid down the basic framework
_- for a small student government;
it 'didn't allow for further expansion of the government to
fit the needs of the students."
Additions have been made,
sections deleted and others revised, in an effort to improve
our student government and
community.

One section has been re vised
so that the procedure of the
passage of bills and the veto
power of the president is specifically stated . Some additions
are the faculty and student
senate committees and councils .
Said John, "We hope the new
Constitution will work now and
after we 're gone because of the
foresight we put into it."
The Constitution will be
voted upon by the students as
soon as it is approved by the
Senate .
President Podraza wished to
extend his thanks to the people
who took part in the writing
and editing of the Constitution.

ITC's first slumber party proved to be a huge success , as the pictures can attest.
Included ·in the evenings activities were phone calls to worried parents , informal
"small talk" with the faculty, snow-ball fights, sleeping under a desk, a visit
from the "abominable snow man" and a game of touch football.

night, with Carol Bonanno, Maryanne Cummings, Betty Guzik, and
Bob Sandt serving as the operators .
As the hours wore on, the students broke up into several
groups. In one corner, Alvin Orzechowski played the guitar and
was accompanied by Kent Blake and Tony Dieppa in a very
touching and memorable rendition of "Hang on Sloopy." Kent and
Tony kept up the beat on the bass garbage cans . Ugly rumors have
it that Tony Wiszowaty was studying in another corner.
The students slept on tumbling mats --- or rather, the few who
slept, slept on mats.
The general consensus around the gym, from the students was
GREAT! Eddie Kuhrt said, "It's a nice place to go to school,
but I wouldn't want to live here . " Cephus Childs expressed a bit
more happiness as he asked, "Mother Nature, what took you so
long?"
Mr . Richardson seemed to get to the crux of the situation,
"We have just flushed our Puritan heritage down the John . "
Dean Howenstine told the INTERIM, "Caramba! Some may be
snowed in, but nobody is snowed unde r." Preside nt Je rome Sac hs
fe It th a t this was the first time tha t most students had the chance
to know wh a t it was like at an out-of-town school.
Tracy Anderson summed up the feeling of the students. She
said she is fo rmi ng a club to practice a " snow da nce ," to commorate the occasion.

PLACEMENT OF FICE NEWS
Temple University offers a
very special program for graduate study combined with fulltime teaching, the Placement
Office announced today. The
program , a joint project of
Temple and the Philadelphia
Public Schools, is titled Junior
High Mathematics Internship
Project. It offers many benefits
to prospective teachers including:

1. tuition grant approximating
$650;
2. the salary of a fully qualified teacher beginning 12
weeks after entering the
program and starting at
$6100;
3. opportunity to do graduate
work and take part in the
activities of a large, nationally known university;
4. participation in a domestic
'Peace Corps type' attempt
to bring know ledge and
motivation into the school
life of culturally deprived
urban youngsters;
S. sharing with SO other interns from all parts of the
country the challenge of
learning and teaching contemporary mathematics;
6. opportunity to enjoy all the
cultural and recreational
facilities of the Philadelphia area.
The program entails two parts:
an 11 week summer preparation
period; and a teaching position
in the experimental program. A
bachelor's degree with 6
credits in mathematics is re-

quired. Many ITCC-N graduates
should qualify to begin training
this summer.
For further information see
the bu 11 et in posted on the
Placement
Office
bulletin
board or see Mr. Haas or Mrs.
Brody in the Placement Office ,
room E-128.

SENATE NEWS
Alpha Rho Omega sorority
(ARO) and Alpha Xi Epsilon
fraternity (AXE) received full
charters.
The Senate's new constitution
is now being proofread by the
English department of ITCC-N.
North and south halls of the
Union will be used as lounges .
The North Hall will receive six
typewriters for student use .
The student union will not be
the first new building to be
constructed. The first complex
will include class rooms and
science building.
Three new senators were
elected to the Senate until the
March e 1e ct ions due to the
resignation of three senators.
The new senators are: Alicia
Kauve lis, Maryanne Routon and
Barb Baldwin.
Tuesday, Jan . 24 at 10:00
there was a meeting of students
to discuss the possible changeover from trimesters to quarters
or semesters. The meeting was
deemed _successful, over 200
students were present.

What may result as an alumni
association for the College
was started February 3 when
nearly 100 alumni and guests
met in the cafeteria after the
basketball victory over South.
President Sachs greeted the
"alums" from the classes of
1961-66, informing them that
facilities of the College were
open to the m if they wished to
organize an alumni association.
Dr. Sachs explained that the
purpose of such an organization
was for mutual benefit and that
it excluded, at least for the
first few years, any thought of
asking alumni for money.
Mr. Ziagos, director of health,
physical education and athletics, also greeted the graduates,
many of whom were associated
with him in the he a lth club . He
stressed the fact that a ny
alumni group to be formed mus t
be of an all-college nature a nd
not to be limited t o a ny one
area of undergraduate ties.
Dean Wm. Howenstine told
the group that the question of
forming an alumni organization
had come up in a number of
conversations he had been
drawn into ove r several ye ars
past and that he would we lc ome
continued association of graduates with the Colle ge through
formal alumni activities.
Activities grads cou ld join in
were s ummarize d as social and
cultural events at the c ollege,
educational or professional
lectures and seminars, and
possibly workshops as a means
of continuing professional contacts with the graduates ' alma
mate r .
Re s ponding for the alums was
Timothy Sulliva n, of 7547 W.
Hortense Ave., of the Class of
/
'64. Tim, a teache r at Oak View <ct
Junior High, said he was speaf.:'°°:'._\_
ing for a group of alumni who
had talked over the subject
many times, all of whom were
enthusiastically watching for
the right opportunity to organize.
He declared, "This is undoubtedly the best opportunity
we have had so far , and I am
s ure many of us want to take
advantage of it."
The College treated the alumni to coffee and cake, with
several of the graduates sitting
in as hosts , to help out with
name tags and-refreshment serving. A sizable number of those
present got up a list of names
and addresses of alumni who
wanted to work on the project
or organizing an association.
Plans for circularizing all
graduates who can be traced
with full details of possibilities for an official association
are now under way, according
to Carroll Chouinard, public
information director.
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Conference on
College Experimentation
Bonita Karatkiewicz, Secretary of the Student Senate, was
ITCC-N's delegate to the conference on "New Designs for Liberal Arts Colleges .' '
It was held in Denver, Dec . 1-4, by UR EHE, the Union for Research and Experimentation in Higher Education. This conference,
one of three regional meetings held prior to the Conference on Innovation in Higher Education.
The main work of the conference was done in six workshops,
each of which discussed an experimental program submitted by a
different college. Four of these programs ARE scheduled to be
put into effect.
The six designs were presented by Goddard and Antioch (working as a team), Hampshire College, Loretto Height s College, Roger
Williams College, College at Westchester S.U. N.Y. , and College
of Oak Ridge.
Some of the ideas presented include: a college where students
would spend from two to fifty weeks on a problem of their own
designation , at no cred it; use of teaching machines and television
to free professors from teaching to small seminars and give students individual help with research; heavy emphasis on off-c ampus
or foreign work and study for credit; emphasis on interdisciplinary
relations , and concern for world and community problems, including concerted attack by the students at the problems .

STU DENTS ME ET

Discuss Calendar Change
The Student Senate of ITCC-N
held a meeting of the student
body to discuss the possible
change in the academic calendar .
The January 24, meeting was
called one day before the actual
date, but despite the short notice over two-hundred students
attende d .
Prior to the meeting, no material was given the students
from the faculty committee
studying the possible change to
either a semester or q uarter
system . The intention of the
committee was to rece ive the
'' pure opinion of the students . ''
The consensus of the students ' opinion favored the sys tem that is now in opera tion the trimester system .
The reasons for remaining on
the trimester system ranged ,
mainly in reference to the students status in the family and
community . "The trimester is
very workable when you have
other obligations to fulfill. " In
defense of the early dismissal
in the spring one student commented, "Most of the students
need summer jobs and get the
head jump on those jobs before
the high school kids . "
The graduate program was als o considered in the meet i ng,
''Not having the trimester we
will lose a lot of people who
are involved in the graduate
program . . . .if this ha ppens we
will be defeating our purpose
and possible goal, that of making the school a university ."
With many male students in
attendance at the meeting , the
question of the draft and student classifications was initiated. In regards to the trimester
system it was noted , "Under
selective service some of us
have to work and go to school ,
so we can take a lighter load
in school and work at the same
time .'' The comment referred to
the minimum number of hours of
academic credit that a student
must carry in order to have a
deferment .
It was suggested that the students write to their congressional representatives . "Our
students cover the city of Chicago, so we can write our congressmen and voice our opinions
to them . "
A member of the senate stated
that "The faculty doesn't have
the final word, it is just another
voice .... The final word comes
from the Board of Governors
and the State of Illinois .''
When asked t o comment on

the m e e t i n g and the large
number of st udents present ,
Senate Sec r etary Bonita
Karatkiewicz said , "This is
the first time anything happened
that got everybod y excit ed ....
The faculty fee ls that we are
important enough to be c on sidered . . . . The problem now
is to find a way to present our
argument in defense of the trimester system."
Senate Presi d ent , John
Pod raza commended the students on their part icipation
and stated, "The meeting will
not be the last of its kind , we
wante d to see if the students
were interested .' '

H
0
PUBLISHEDBYKIANG
During the past year, Dr .
Ying-cheng Kiang has published three books on geography .
The second edition of Urban
Geography was published in
March , 1966 with the fi rst edition published in 1964 by the
Edwards Brothe rs , Ann Arbor,
Michigan . This book has been
use d by Rutgers , Utah, South
Carolina, Keritucky and many
other colleges and Universities
as a text in urban geography.
The Geography of Chicago ,
with 145 pages (8½ x 11) including 165 maps or figures,
was published in October, 1966
by Williams Brown of I ow a.
The Illinois In Maps was pub lished by the Adams Press,
Chicago , in January 1967. It
has 84 pages and 145 geological, physical , historical , biological , cultural and other geographical maps designed for
teaching the geography of Illinois. It has been used by the
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle.

DESMOND TO SPEAK
AT ITCC-N
Mr. John E . Desmond , President, Chicago Teachers Union,
AFL-CIO, will speak at our
College on Tuesday, February
21, at 1:00P .M. in R oom A-125,
on "The Role of the Unio n in
our Profession."
Mr. Desmond was an assigned
teacher in the Chicago public
schools for more t han 25 years.
F or the past 9 years, he has
been on special leave from the
Board of Education in order to
function as a full-time officer
for the Chicago Teachers Union .
Students and faculty are invited to atte nd.
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UNBELIEVABLE "BLIZZARD"
BECOMESh BELIEVABLE

More of the same 1

by Jeff Provus

Jeff Provus
The incredib le " B lizzard" of 1967 covered Chicago and vicinity with a 23-inch b lanket of white, and Chicago fe ll asleep.
Weavi ng o f the flu ffy white bla nke t began short ly a fter 5:00
a .m . on Thurs day morni ng, Janu1ry 26. The material fo r the bla nket
of whiteness, the snowflakes, w::is whippe d into Chicago on the
heels of northeasterly winds which ave raged 30 to 40 m.p .h. and
were higher in gusts.
T he ha rs h , strong, and invisib le wind slapped the flakes
against helpless buildings and cars . Then the force and fury of
Nature really let loose because some 10 inches had totaled by
5 :00 p .m.!

GRADUALLY
IMPROVING

The snow and wind continued unrelentingly throughout Thurs day evening. Streets, sidewalks, cars , aba ndoned lawn furniture,
in fact , everything was being tucked in by huge drifts for a long
weekend nap.

BETTE R ! T hat is the key
word for the second half of this
mont h . The fi rs t half has been
ve ry snowy a nd quite co ld at
times, but improvement is
coming.
A slight shift in t he path of
severe st or ms will take place
afte r t he 16th. Most major storms
will pass to the north of Chicago. This will give us warmer
than normal temperatures and
rain, occasionally, as opposed
to heavy snow.

The air seemed still and calm as a few snow flurries t u mb le d
down on Friday morning. The snow was falling quite light ly now,
and the wind was ceasing to a dull roa r. All was dead a nd motionless . This was Nature's chance to show her powe r and beauty,
and there is no denying the uneasy beauty of the storm .
By about 10:00 a.m., the snow had ceased completely in many
areas. In the remaining regions , it was around 3:00 p .m . when the
last few snowflake stitches were woven into the blanket of white.
This thick a covering was new and uncomfortable for Chicago,
and it tossed and turned nervously for about an hour, then fe 11
fast and soundly to sleep for the weekend .

Chicago in its deep sleep began to dream of the days just past
and what had happened. This is what happened . The storm literally buried two records:
CHICAGO 'S WEATHER
The record for the greatest snowfall during a single storm Normal temperatures this ti me
(old record) 19 .2 inches fro m March 25 to March 28, 1930 . We had
of the year are a h igh of 34
23" (Midway-official) between 5:02 a .m. Thursday, January 26,
and around 3:00 p .m. Friday, January 27.
degrees and a low of 20 degrees.
The second record wiped out was for the greatest snowfall in a
Some rain or snow with near
24 hour period - (old record) 14.9 inches in January, 1939. We
normal temperatures will exist
had 20 inches of snow (Midway) in the first 24 hours of the storm .
on the 16th , If all this is snow,
then expect between 2 and 5
Planes were grounded at all city airports . Some 20,000 autos
inches.
were left abandoned on streets and expressways. Many buses were
stalle d and left "parked" against stop signs, fire hydrants, and
Rather cold on t he 17th .
other mis placed objects . There was approximately a 150-millionGradually warming and partly
dollar business loss!
su nny between t he 18th a nd 20th.
As the storm passed just to the south of Chicago, it stalled
A t hunde rstorm is ve ry likely
and intensified. Chicago and suburbs, parts of Michigan, and
(probably rain rather tha n snow)
Indiana , too, were in just the right position to get plastered with
with strong winds and rather
a 23 inch plus snowfall. Milwaukee reported a mere 5 inches .
hea vy rain on the 21st and / or
Areas in central and southern Illinois received s lee t , freezing
22nd. Temperatures will be
rain , a nd little, if any, snow .
mild , but become much colder .
Muc h colder with s ome light
Ma ny people we re stranded a t s chools , homes , or pla ces of
snow on the 23rd or 24th .
business Thursday night a nd Friday. P a rties bro ke out , eve rywhere, some quite friendly and wild . Most persons had a chance
A very treacherous storm will
to cast aside their problems and worries and looked forward to
deve lop and strike Chicagoland
the immediate thrill of being worry free , safe, warm, a nd happy .
between the 25th and 28th.
Rain, sleet, snow, or freezing ·
Nothing moved Friday. Only snowplows moved on Saturday and
rain, or any combination of
Sunday . An additional three inches fell on Sunday to add insult to
them, will cripple Chicago and
injury. Volkswagens, Studebakers, Chevrolets , Buicks , and Cadvicini ty areas! If this storm is
illacs all were buried by the monster-like drifts .
all snow, expect between 4
Then , in need of food , people brought back the lively art of
and 9 inches.
walking. It was like the early American frontier days. People carMarch will enter like a cold
ried packages to and from small local grocery stores. Sleds were
lamb , as sunny and chilly
being dragged up a nd down "main" streets. Entire families walkweather will engulf our region
ed together through snowdrifts which easily buried the family dog.
on Wednesday, March 1, 1967 .
Children ran a ll about flinging snowballs and building snowA look at what appears to be
men . It was great!
a violent Ma rch in the next
There is no denying that there were many tragedies attributed
column .
directly to the storm, but the honest, fresh, exciting, and thrilling
attitude of "if sure is different" prevailed many places .
-WANTEDIt had been a weird week to say the least. On Tuesday , J anuary 24, the temperature soared to a record 65 degrees . Two days
TUTORS IN MATHEMATICS
later , the greatest snowstorm in Chicago history came.

AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE

To assist students who are
now taking Mathematic a l Concepts , College Mathematics ,
Elementary Functions, or Physical Science I and II.
Please see Mr. L. Becker,
Room C-623 (Ext. 328).

MEET YOUR
PERFECT
DATEI
You too can be amongst the
thousa-nds of satisfied adults.
Let Dateline Electronics computers programmed for women
ages 18 to 45 and men 18 to
55. Take the guess work out of
dating.
Continuous matching with a
new expanded program with enrollment fees re<luced to $3.00
for adults ages 18 to 27, and
$5.00 fo r adults over 27.
F'or quick results send for your question-

naire today. No obligation, Strictly COlt-

fidenti•I.

Dr . Ro ber t Goldberg (right), Dean
of Ac ad e mic Affairs, rep resented
I l l i n o i s Teach e rs Co l lege, Chi c a go-N ort h at t he State Street
C ouncil a n nua l mee t ing on Tue s .,
Ja n . 1? in the Pa lme r House . T he
meet ing. "D y n amics of Hi gh e r Educa t ion" hono red 27 col leges a n d
universities in t h e Chicago area.
Robert F . A rmour , ne wly-elected
1967 Counci I c ha irman con du cted
the lunc heon progr a m .

Name .... .......... ............. ...... ................ .. .
A ddress .... .. ... .... ... ...... ... .. ................... .

City ........... .... ........ ......... ............ .... . .. . .

DATELINE ELECTRONIC

P. O. lox '69, Chicago, Ill.
60645

RESEARCH INC. (I TC)
For Acfcf. lttfe C.H 271-3131

•••••••••
•• MIXER ••
•
•
Everyone 18 and ove r
is invited t o a

SATURDAY, FEB. 25

•

e
e

from 8:30 p.m. until 1:00 a.m.
o n th e 11th floor of the

SHERATON-CHICAGO
HOTEL

•

e
e

featuring the newe st dan ce c raz e

•• BOOGALOO ••
•• GOOD GRIEFS••
••
•
••
••
••••••• •••·plus the

gt v ing away t h e u latest recor<!,r

CASUAL DRESS

(e. g. sweat e rs, slacks, etc.)

STAG OR DATES
s tag prefe rred

BAR OPEN

t o th ose 2 1 and o lder

0
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EDITORIALLY SPEAKING

TIME ESSAY

Autopsy on the
Warren Commission

Trimester Best We Know
1

Recently the student body became enraged over the possible
change in the academic calendar. T J{e Student Senate organized a
meeting which was attended by ove r two-hundred students . The
student participation wa s received we ll. It was rew a rding to see
the eager students cram into the small science room.
It appears that the majority of students are in fa vor of remaining on the trimester system/ The INTERIM a gre e s .
This institution be-fng a commuter college has a s it's members,
a vast sampling of people, some young a nd some , we 11, not so
young . These "students" have obligations to meet, in their family
circles. Some contribute to the family support , some are parents
with small children. The summer session gives those who find it
necessary to work , the opportunity to secure jobs in a dvance of
other college and high school students . The trimester system also
affords the students an opportunity to work at other times of the
year and still attend s chool for t wo trimesters .
The students raised the question as to why they had received
no information from the administration. It was noted that the administration wished to secure the "pure" student opinion. However , information from those faculty members on the Calendar
Committee would have given the students an idea of what plans
are in the discussion stages and the reasons for such re vamping.
The Senate hopes to have another meeting in the near future,
at which time the administration would send a representative to
spe a k on the possible change and answer any student questions.
We hope to see this meeting come to pass. It is the student,
a s we 11 as the administration and staff who will be affected by
any c ha nge . Therefore in a ll jus tice , the student voice should
be heard .

'tPEOPLE ...
People Who Need People ..."
Muc h has been said and written on the friendliness and helpfu lness of Chic a goans during our two recent snowstorms . In times
of stress, we rea lly come through, don't we?
Ne ighb or he lped neighbor and stranger helped stanger. Isn't
it a great feeling? Whether it was to push a stalled car, give a
grateful someone a ride, shovel a walk, or boost a sagging spirit
-- they and more were all done.
It's still being talked about , and not without pride. We love to
tell how long we waited for a bus and exaggerate a little on how
long it took to get home. And , we like to re late our efforts in
pushing cars, how many rides we gave. Yes, we might eve n like
th a t better. Is tha t feeling bes t described as unselfish giving?
We're proud of helping, though we weren't even asked. We know
we 'd like the same to be done for us.
Where is that feeling when we see someone being beaten on
the "L"? Aren't we the same people? Why not?

WE APOLOGIZE
Sorry a bout tha t, but Feb . 1,
several televi s ion and radio
stations reported that ITCC-N
would be closed the following
da y, which it was , but errors
occurred .
On the 10 o'clock news , Ch a nnel 7 stated we would have no
school , but on the early news
the following day they reported
that ITC would be ope n. Cha nnel 2 also stated th at t he
school would not be ope n on
their 10 pm broadcast , F e b . 1.
If students telephone d t he
station, the y we re t old that
school would be ope n. One
radio st ation a nnounced that
ITC would be closed , and
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moments later retra c ted that
statement.
The fault DOES NOT lie with
anyone connected with the
School. The City News Bureau,
who dispatches the news to all
Chicago radio and television
stations, re ported e a rly Feb.
1, that ITC would not be open
the fo llow ing day, but when
t hey a lso added that the school
would reopen Feb . 3, a typogra phic a l error resulted, and
mistakes were made , indicating
school would open on the
second. A later correction was
over-looked by several stations,
therefore students heard two
different announcements .

ITC's patio after the first blizzard.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

WARREN COMMISSION
T he IN TERIM was pl anning
lo do a series on th e assass ination of Pr esident J ohn F.
Kenn edy earlie r th i s year, bu t
due lo an excess of pu blicity,
we felt that i t would be better
lo delay the run n ing of this
story .
T he re port e r doin g the seri es
wrot e seve ral lett e rs to key
figu res conce rn e d with the
mu rde r, on e to P resi de nt J ohnson regardin g th e sealin g of
se v e ral volumes of evi dence .
B elow i s the re ply the report er
receiv ed:

Dear Mr . Wagmeister:
The President has asked me
to reply to your letter of November 26, 1966, in which you ask
to be informed why several
volumes of the Warren Commission have been "sealed for 75
years." You state the non-disclosure of this material tends
to cast doubt on the report.
No part of the Warren Commission has been withheld from
public disclosure. The entire
report and the Hearings have
been published and are available to fhe public . In addition,
it should be noted that the Warren Commission gathered a
vast a mount of material, much
of it hav ing on ly rem ote connection with the assass ina tion.
The bulk of the material that
was before the Commiss ion
eithe r was pub lis hed in its 26volume Hearings or is available
to researchers at the National
Archives . The relatively small
portion which is not now available to the public consists prima rily of national security intelligence or investigate reports -- dealing largely with
activitie s far removed from the
assassination itself -- which if
disclosed might compromise
confidential sources or techniques, or in some cas e s
jeopardize the lives of individuals abroad . Public availability of other information had
been delayed pending completion of the prosecution of Jack
Ruby, but this information will
now be released. All of the
Commission
material which
has not yet been re leased will
be reviewed periodically until
all of it has been made available to the public .
Sincerely ,
Frank M. Wozencraft
Assistant Attorney General
Office of Legal Counsel
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To the Editor ,
I was honored to attend a
meeting for open discussion
today . The meeting was called
to discuss the possibility of a
changeover to a quarter or
semester system. A suggestion
was raised that we should
write to the Board of Governors
of State Universities and Colleges, our state representatives ,
President Sachs , The INTERIM,
and anyone else who would
listen to us and do some good .
The general consensus is that
writing will do no good whatsoever. From personal experience I can tell you, the readers
Continued on page 5

The fabric of history is rent with unanswered questions and
unresolved doubts, and for many men those tears and slashes
prove far more intriguing than the whole factual cloth . From the
disappearance of the Holy Grail to the attack on Pearl Harbor,
many of history's great events have been marked by suspicions
of connivance, corruption and conspiracy. Today , 34 months after
the tragic event , a new web of doubt is being publicly spun around
the assassination of John F. Kennedy in Dallas on Nov. 22, 1963.
The skepticism is ironic, for never before has the investigation
of a historic event been launched so promptly for the expressed
purpose of dispelling uncertainty. One week after the murder,
President Johnson appointed an august group of seven men , headed by U.S. Chief Justice Earl Warren, to "satisfy itself that the
truth is known so far as it can be discovered." The Warren Commission had an unlimited budget and access to all the investigative talents and tools of the Federal Government. With the help
of a full-time staff of 26-mostly legal experts-it published a
lucid, tightly written 888-page report that was a compendium of
26 volumes (17,815) pages of testimony and evidential exhibits
gathered over ten months.
The commission concluded that Lee Harvey Oswald , 24, the
Marx-spouting ne'er-do-well , had fired a mail-order rifle from a
sixth-floor window of Dallas' Texas School Book Depository,
killing John Kennedy and wounding Texas Governor John Connally
as they rode by in an open limousine. The report also said that
the fleeing Oswald had murdered Dallas Patrolman J .D. Tippit
within an hour after he shot Kennedy. And the commission concluded that those crimes, as well as the slaying of Lee Oswald
himself by Nightclub Owner Jack Ruby before TV cameras in the
Dallas Police and Courts Building, held no hint of conspiracy.
Provocative Attacks

In the U.S. , the report met with widespread and suprisingly
uncritical acceptance. But elsewhere, particularly in Europe,
many people never doubted that Kennedy 's murder was the product
of a conspiracy involving either-there is a remarkably wide
choice-the right wing, the left wing, the FBI, the CIA or the
Dallas police force . When South African Prime Minister Hendrik
Verwoerd was assassinated last week in Capetown, officials
hurriedly laur{ched a series of anti-plot explanations to cut off
the kind of who-killed-Kennedy rumors that have risen abroad.
This summer doubts about what happened in Dallas have been
raised with a vengeance in the U.S. by an armful of books that
place the commission's painstaking detective work under a savage crossfire of criticism. All of the authors manage to suggest
th at th e commi ssion members and th ei r staff might have been
guilty of anything from incompe tence to a grotesque plot to conceal the t ruth.
In Th e Oswa ld Affair , French Journa list , Leo Sauvage concludes that it is "logically untenabl-e, legally indefensible and
morally inadmissible" to hold that Osw ald killed Kennedy. In
Whitewa s h , onetime Senate Investigator Harold Weisberg says that
the commission is guilty of the "prostitution of science" as well
as of "misrepresentation and perjury." In The S ec ond Oswald,
Richard H. Popkin , a professor of philosophy at the University of
California , suggests a conspiracy in which Oswald and a man
identical to Os wald threw red herrings over one another's trails
to confuse investi gato rs.
,
Two of the new book s stand out for their provocative attacks .
Inquest, by Edward J ay Epstein , is a slight (151 pages) text that
began as Epsteins' master's thesis in government at Cornell
University; it accuses the commission of hurrying through the
investigation in slipshod fashion , because it wanted t o establish
a "version of the truth" that would "reassure the nation and
protect the national interest". Rus h to Judgment, now a bestseller, is by New York Attorney Mark Lane, who was retained as
counsel for a time by Oswald's mother. Lane's book consists of
a minutely detailed recital of what he might have done as adversary for the defense if Oswald had gone on trial. He concludes
that "the commission covered itself with shame."
No Rigid Rules

The authors all brace up their criticisms with an enormous
amount of bit-by- bit documentation-nearly all of it gleaned , ironically enough, form the commissions own evidence. They not
only criticize the Warren group's procedures but , in most cases ,
seek to cast doubt on nearly every major conclusion reached in
the report. They argue that the commission was determined to
prove that Oswald was the lone assassin and that it blandly ignored or distorted any information that differed significantly
from thatpremise.Some of them say that Oswald was not involved
at all. Among the facts that they cite to support that contention:
&Although the commission said flatly that the President was
shot from above and behind and that Oswald fired from the sixth
floor after the limousine had passed, no fewer than 58 of the 90
eyewitnesses questioned about the soucre of the two shots thought
that they came from a grassy knoll on the right side of the car.
&The only man who testified that he had actually seen Oswald
fire-and subsequently identified him as the assassin-did not at
first identify Oswald when he saw him in a Dallas police line-up
the night of Nov. 22.
&Oswald was not really a very good marksman , yet his shooting
on that day would have required remarkable skill: two direct hits
on a moving target in less than six seconds with a rifle that had
a defective scope. In the Marines, he scored only one poirit above
the lowest ranking in one competition. When expert riflemen testfired the weapon later, none could match Oswald's speed and
accuracy.
&In trying to reconstruct Oswald's flight from the sniper's nest
in the Book Deposito ry Building, the commission allowed for a
near miraculous series of coincidences and split-second timing.
continued on page 5
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Flying Saucers-Michigan Sightings
by Jeff P ro v us

J
I

~

Photos taken by the Jaroslaw Brothers on Jan. 9 near their home on Lake St.
Clair in Michigan . (W.W.P.)

In March of 1966 , a rash of "swamp gas" found its way into
Michigan. Nearly 100 people reported seeing red, yellow, and green
lights glowing over swampy areas. This occurred on two separate
nights at spots some 63 miles apart.
Dr. J. Allen Hynek, professor of astronomy at Northwestern
University, and consultant for the United States Air Force on the
subject of U.F.O .s since 1948, went to the Michigan area to investigate the reported sightings . .
After being in Michigan for only a short time, Dr. Hynek received word from the Air Force that a press conference would be
held, and that he was to issue a statement giving an explanation
of the sightings. Unfortunately, Dr. Hynek, at that time, had no
idea as to the cause of the mysterious lights.
He then remembered a phone call from a botanist at the University of Michigan who said a "possible" explanation might be
"swamp gas," "Swamp gas" (often called "jack-o'-lantern",
"fox-fire", or "will-o'-the-wisp") is caused by decaying vegetation and has been known to ignite spontaneously and to cast a
flickering light.
During the press conference of pandemonium, Dr. Hynek offered this to reporters as a "possible" explanation for the myriads
of sightings.
However, some reporters misconstrued this explanation. They
streamed for telephones notifying their respective newspapers that
"swamp gas" was, indeed, the cause of the lights here, and that
it may be an answer for "flying saucer" riddles elsewhere.
Dr. Hynek, wisely, got the hell out of town as quickly and
quietly as possible .
Sadly, Dr. J. Allen Hynek, has been tremendously ridicule d fo r
his "swamp gas" statement last March . He has lost face among
some ufologists (devoted followers of U.F.O.s) as being a debunker of U.F .O. reports. However, such is not the case 1 He was
simply pressed for an immediate answer and grabbed for a semilogical explanation. "Swamp gas" was the result.
After the Michigan sightings last March, Dr. Hynek told reporters that "when good solid citizens report something puzzling, I
believe we have an obligation to do as good a job as we can. I
regard our 'Unidentifieds' as a sort of blot on the escutcheon.
Somehow we scientists should be able to come up with answers
for these things."
Surprisingly, Dr . Hynek uttered a very honest disclaimer to the
entire Michigan "swamp gas" incident when he said: "Scientists
in the year 2066 may think us very naive in our denials ."

MICH !GAN -Jan uary 1967
"The analysis so far does not show any indication of an obvious hoax ." This is a statement that Dr. J . Allen Hynek made
concerning the pictures in this article. These photographs were
taken by Dan Jaroslaw, 17 , and his brother Grant , 15 .
They claimed that the pictures were taken about 2:30 p.m. on
January 9, with a Polaroid camera, behind their home at Lake St.
Clair. Lake St. Clair is one mile from Selfridge Air Force Base.
The Air Force says they know nothing of the sighting, although
a helicopter was in the area at the time.
"It was about a qu arter mile off shore, over the ice, but near
open water," Dan J aroslaw claimed.
Grant said the U .F.O . "didn't make any noise." He also said
it was faster than an airplane and approximately the size of a
helicopter.
Dr . Hynek discussed the U.F.O . and the photographs .
"To the best of my recollection even the 'antenna' shown on
the back has been previously reported , as has the tail structure."
"The striking thing to me is the similarity these pictures have
to other photos I have seen and also to verbal descriptions I've
taken from reliable people."
One thing puzzles this reporter . The brothers took four pictures
of the U .F .O., and a fifth of a Coast Guard helicopter. However,
only three photos of the "flying object" were received by Northwestern for examination. WHY? Why only three? What happened to
the fourth? Who has it? Why is it being suppressed?
When the J aroslaw brothers showed their pictures to Major
Raymond Nyls , operations officer at Se !fridge , he said the photos
looked "pretty interesting and authentic."
Why do they look so authentic? Simply because they are! These
pictures are two of the most amazing photos ever taken of an unidentified blying object. There is almost no denying the fact that
these are 101% real photographs of a real object! These incredible
photos have been carefully and completely analyzed. U.F .O.s do
exist, Air Force, what do we plan on doing about the m? Someone
better wake up and sme 11 the coffee, before this gets out of h and.
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FACULTY SKETCH
MR. MITCHELL VOGELl!_
I '

LoMbda hSigMII
W[U:flllES

by Laurie B i ggins
" Those who can, do; those who can't -- teach; and those wh-0
can't teach -- teach teac hers." This o ld saying does not holtl
true today, especia lly if) the case of Mr. Mitchell Vogel. A new- ·.
comer to ITCC-N, this is only his second trimester he re, Mr.
Voge l is teaching several Introd uction to the Study of Education
courses plus graduate and unde rgraduate classes in the evening.
Besides teaching, he is a lso a part time student at the University
of Chicago worki ng towards his doctorate in educational soeiology.
Mr. Vogel is interested in educational socio logy, the social
problems of education, especia lly after teaching in an elementary
school in the city. "It was there that I saw that many of the problems facing teachers couldn't be solved by just giving them better pay."
Mr. Vogel is "a product of Chicago schools all the way." He
attended Chicago high schools and then went to Roosevelt University before starting on his grad uate work. It was here that he
met his wife, Bonnie, also a teacher. Mr . Vogel was a history
major "but for some reason or another I left and started teaching."
He took his education courses after he graduated and then started
teaching at Marshall High School. After teaching here he "wanted
to go to a lower level" so he taught at a K-6 school near-by.
Asked why he came to ITCC- N, Mr. Vogel told the INTER IM
that he "wanted to go to a school which specialized in prepa ring
teachers." This, he said, is because "we are going to need more
and better teachers and I want to do my bit to improve the calibre
of teachers today ." He also added rather quietly "and I was running out of money. ' '
After one class with Mr. Vogel you realize how much a relaxed
atmosphere and humor can add to your readiness to learn . Froin
the moment that he walks into the classroom, dressed in a maroon
sweater, penny loafers , carrying a black briefcase -- you are ready
to discuss, to listen , and to learn. Mr. Vogel feels that a class
should be made entertaining but on ly to help in arousing interest
in tlie subject being discussed. "If the students come to class
just because they can sit there and laugh then it's not worth
coming to."
Mr. Vogel considers one of the major disadvantages of teaching to be an "egg crate egology." By this he means "a teacher is
thrown into a class without any preparation or without any real
association with their colleagues. There is either poor interaction
or no interaction at a ll . Every teacher is treated alike - the experienced , the inexperienced , the good, and the bad." This is
primari ly what Mr. Vogel is interested in.
What are the advantages of teaching? Mr. Vogel fee ls that
they fall into two major categories. The psychological rewards
a re more an interna l feelin g, knowing that you have transmitted
knowledge and that you have carried out your job. There are also
social reward s whic h Mr. Vogel thinks " are not as strong as they
s h ould be, but wi ll be s tre ngthe ne d in years t o come. Of course
there is a lways that nice summer vacation too.''
Any future plans? Mr. Voge 1 answered that he hopes "to complete his doctorate this year. I like it here at ITCC-N very much
and I would like to stay.''

CLUB
NEWS
SPANISH CLUB
The Spanish Club held its
first meeting of the new trimester on January 26th . Due to
the inclement weather, the play
"La Inglesa y La Cuch ara"
was cancelled. However , the
Club plans to invite the seventh
and eighth graders to present
the play at a future date .
Although the play was cancelled , the president , Miss Ma ry
Ann Routson discussed the future pla ns with the members of
the club. The mov ie "Miguelin"
will be shown and there will
be a nother movie scheduled
during the trimester . Also
among the future plans are two
banquets, one of which will be
held at El Sarape restaurant.
Since the Club hopes to become
a foster parent for a Spanish
speaking child , part of the expense for the banquet will be
donated to raise the funds
needed for this project .

Bowling Season Opens
Bow ling Season opened Jan.
10, for ITCC-N bow lings tudents
at Haebetler Bowling Lanes.
Bowling league officers were
elected : P r esident - Pam
DeBoer; Vice President - Gary
Fe rson; T r e as u re r - Kris
Warzecha; Secretaries - Nancy
J ohnson a nd L i nda Lor~nz; and
Banquet Chairman - Pat Franklin.
P at F ran klin and her banquet
committee, ma de up of one
me mber from each team, are

starting early in their search
for a good place to hold the
banquet. Other officers are
busy deciding on trophie s for
the banquet.
After four weeks of bowling,
of which one week was for
handicap , there is a clos e fight
for positioning of the teams .
This week finds the C lunkers
in first place , the Cowboys and
Indi ans a close second place,
and the Mystifying Minotaurs in
third .
High average is 192 for the
boys, held by Bill Campbell,
and 153 for the girls, by Kris
Warzecha, High Series belongs
to Jim Lewand with 587 and
Pam DeBoer with 508 . High
games have been set by Bob
Weitzman and Dee Cannizzo
with 225 and 184 respective ly.

Apparently, the snow storm
that we are still recovering
from had some positive effect
on our bowlers ' averages. There
seems to be a correl at ion between the amount of snow
shove led and the scores, with
the result that almost everyone's average improved. Those
whose averages didn't improve
-- shovel more snow next time 1

FOR RENT
4 lar ge li ght ro oms practica ll y
new in q u iet 4 a pt buil d ing 1 st
flo or co lore d t il e ba th e lec t r ic
k it c hen , co upl e, $ 140.00 May
1s t . 5300 No rth 2900 Wes t SU 4 -586 3
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'""" ' RUSH HEN PARTY JAN.II

It's that time of yea r again. L SA hol ds
rush week .

L SA
The Sisters of Lambda Sigma
Alph a bega n Rush Week with a
get-together meeting in the Little Theatre , January 17th. At
this meeting the sisters met all
the "rushees" who expressed
a desire to enter the sorority,
and a l l the rushees were able
to learn about the sorority first
hand . That evening a Rush Tea
was held at Parkview Villa for
the girls , whe re all were encha nted wit h the s parkling e ntertainment prov ided by Jeanette Krema , Diane Locallo ,
Lynn Peterson , Laura Fakuda,
Abby Silver and the officers:
Mary Sue Duffy, June Ge ishe imer , Pat Z urawski , Ka thy
Krupela , and Gloria Riga. On
Thursday , Janu a ry 19th , a Ru s h
Hen Party was held where a ll
sisters and rus hees were able
to mix inform a lly a nd get to
know each other better.
Pledging began January 30th
under the capable direction of
The Ple dge Mother , Camille
Utz , a nd our P ledge Committee: Ellen Dardugno,Pat Dempsey, Bobbie Lu tar , Lynn Peterson , and Abby Silver. The Sisters are proud to announce that
the pl edges for this trimester
include: R osemary Arndt, B onnie Lee Brown, Susan Butkus ,
Joa n Dillon , Donn a Fournier ,
J a net Gade ke , Rosemary Kell y,
Kath y Kwas ny, Linda Luc ke nbac h , Susan Makurat, Annemarie
Mattie , Carol Nitz , G~nev ieve
Rafa , Joeal Rhino, Sus an Rost ,
Georg a nn Sahmalz, Dee
Schwabe , Shiel a Stumpp, Karen
Miji Suzuki, and Sue Marie
Tars a.
As a St. Va 1 en tine's Day
treat, Lambda Sigm a Alpha
sponso red a Candy Sale of
chocol a te- covered , a lmond and
caramel turtles. The sale will
be February 10th .

WO ULD YOU BELIE VE .
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constructed from a tourist's color movie flim of the assassination ,
the sequence of events went like this: the President was hit
In the 46 minutes between the assassination at 12:30 and the first
once, as was graphically portrayed when his hands clutched his
repo'tt of Officer Tippit' s slaying, Oswald is supposed to have
throat. An instant later, Governor Connally, seated on a jump
dashEcd down six flights, slipped out of the building, walked seven
seat in front of Kennedy, began to turn, and slowly slumped back
blocks, boarded a bus, got off, fou~d a taxicab, returned to his
against his wife. Then the President's head jerked: a ghastly
rooming house, donned a jacket, then turned up nearly a mile
pink spray flashed around his head, then disappeared as he fell
away and killed Tippit.
toward Jackie on his left. The first shot was not fatal; the second
A.Although no record was kept of Oswald's interrogation during , was. The time between the two bullet's impact was between 4.8
the 45½ hours he was in custody, the commission leaned heavily
and 5.6 seconds, said the commission. Connally, too, had been
on the word of Dallas police-who had made a horrible botch of the
badly hurt: a bullet slammed into his back, tore across a rib and
case in almost every respect-that Oswald "repeatedly and blaout his chest, shattered his right wrist,and entered his left thigh.
tantly lied."
Such facts do give pause and, considered alone, raise some
The Impa ct of Exhibi t 399
doubt about Oswald's guilt. But the commission was not trying
Since tests proved that it took at least 2.3 seconds to operate
Oswald in a court of law. It was neither bound by rigid rules of
the bolt action on Oswald's rifle, Oswald obviously could not
evidence nor, since Oswald was dead, restricted to the judicial
have fired three times-hitting Kennedy twice and Connally oncepursuit of getting a final verdict. The commission sought only
in 5.6 seconds or less. The critics therefore claim that the timing
to get the truth, and in so doing borrowed from both the techniques
and the wounds suggest another gunman. To solve this puzzle, the
of the trial lawyer's adversary system (cross-examination and
commission concluded that one bullet hit Kennedy in the head
critical interrogation) and the historian's. approach (applying
and shattered, another probably missed the limousine entirely (it
logic , intuition and intellect to reach deductions from a mass of
was never found), and a third struck Kennedy from the back and
often uncorrelated facts). In this milieu, the critic's claims of
passed through his neck , then continued on to wound Connally.
Oswald's innocence are impressive only when they stand apart
A bullet from Oswald's rifle was found on a stretcher at the
from the massive structure of other evidence unearthed by the
hospital where Kennedy and Connally were taken; the commission
commission.
decided that it had fallen out of Connally's superficial thigh
The commission had more than enough material to overcome all
wound onto his stretcher. The bullet offered sufficient grounds to
its own doubts. Four people saw from the street below what apmake the single-bullet theory suspect. Experts reported that a
peared to be a rifle barrel protuding from the sixth-floor window
6.5-mm. slug as Oswald used would normally weigh 160 or 161
an instant after the shots. Three employees watching from a wingrains when fired. Doctors had found roughly three grains of metal
dow directly below he.a rd the shots from overhead. Oswald's rifle
left in Connally's body. The nose of the spent bullet was not
(traced to him through his writing on the mail-order blank) was
blunted, and several medical men testified that it cou.ld not have
Work 4 hours per day
found near the sixth-floor window; so were three cartridges that
done so much damage to Connally and emerged in such good
Monday through Friday
experts proved had been fired by his rifle. Tests proved that
shape.
cotton fibers snagged on the rifle matched the shirt Oswald was
Nonetheless, ballistic-wound experts testified that it was
As Parcel Loaders
wearing that day. Bullet fragments found in the President's car
"probable" that Exhibit 399 had hit both men. One reason: the
came from Oswald's rifle. As for the slaying of Tippit, two people
$2.85 per hour
wound in Connally's back was oddly large, suggesting that the
saw Oswald shoot the officer, and seven others saw him running
bullet had begun to wobble and slow down before it struck- preIf you are over 18 years of
in the vicinity with his revolver in his hand. All positively iden sumably because it had just passed through the President's neck.
age and have a good work
tified him later.
Also, the injury in Connally's wrist was such , said the doctor
record .
Any total exoneration of Oswald thus fails the test of logic,
who treated him, that Exhibit 399 had apparently begun to tumble
apply at
but that is only half the story. Another, even more pervasive,
end over end when it emerged from his chest and that it crashed
theory has arisen , holding that there was at least one other assas blunt-end first into his wrist. There was some damage on the
in. This theory rests on the premises that 1) there may have been
bullet's flat end.
a shot fired from in front of the limousine, and 2) such crucial
evidence as the autopsy report on Kennedy was altered to conceal
The controversy over the autopsy centers on the report issued
the second killer.
by a three-man team of surgeons after an autopsy performed on
Kennedy's body at Bethesda Naval Hospital. The doctors found
1400 S. JEFFERSON ST .
Because of the confusion and horror that followed the shooting,
an opening in the right rear of the President's skull, which they
no one was quite sure whether there were three or four shots
Monday through Friday
diagnosed as an entrance wound . The exit point was a gaping
fired at the limousine: the commission held that the "preponder9:00 to 4:30
hole where the side of the skull had been blown out. That acance of the evidence" indicated three, but there was still no
counted for one shot, which the surgeons decided had come from
real certainty as to which l;mllets caused which wounds. As reabove and behind.
There was another wound in the back of the President's neck ,
TUNE-UP • BRAKES REIJNED • CAR WASH • TIRES • BATTERIES
approximately 5½ in. below the right mastoid process . The docGREASE JOBS • WHEEL BALANCING • MUFFLERS • ACCESSORIES
tors immediately saw that it was a wound of entrance, but they
TOWING • COMPLETE ROAD SERVICE
beca me puzzle d when they could find neither a bullet , an extend• COMPLETE AIR CONDmONING SERVICE •
ed bullet path, nor an exit wound in the throat. Later they testified that they had cleared up the mystery , after surgical examination of the body was completed, by calling the Dallas doctors who
attended the President. They then learned that the incision for
an emergency room tracheotomy had been made over a bullet
wound in the front of Kennedy's neck. Since they also had found
suspicious bruises on the top of the right lung and neck muscles,
the autopsy team concluded that the bullet had gone through.
STAN11~ ARD
While doing his thesis research, Author Eptsein turned up a
"supplemental" FBI report dated Jan. 13, 1964 that threw some
We Specialize in Pick-Up and Delivery
doubt on all this . The report said that the bullet that struck
Kennedy's neck had penetrated "less than a finger-length" - a
conclusion that, if true, meant it could not have gone through and
hit Connally . This report is the basis for the belief that after
Jan. 13 the autopsy report was changed for some devious reason ,
most likely to rule out the existence of a second assassin. The
facts, however, are much simpler: FBI reports are dated when
they are submitted, not when the information is gathered. Two
FBI agents present at the autopsy in November had overheard
and recorded the doctors ' puzzled comments about the neck wound
during the surgical examination; the clarifying Dallas call wa s
not made until later, thus was not included in the report.
The critics have whipped up a bewildering barrage of other
doubts-the location of the bullet hole in Kennedy's cloth e s ,
Oswald's relations with Cuban Communists , the fact that the
autopsy X rays and photographs were not released (in the case
of the photos , at the Kennedy family's request), Jack Ruby's
friendship with the Dallas cops. There are plenty of explanations
available to clear up any significant suspicions, but the most compelling refutation of most of the critic's charges is that any evidence-tampering of the sort they suspect would have required a
conspiratorial web so vast and complex as to be unbelievable . A
subversive plot to conceal significant information would almost
certainly have had to include the commission and its staff, several FBI agents and Secret Service men, the hospital doctors and
nurses in Dallas, some Dallas policemen, the autopsy surgeons,
the lab men who developed the X rays and photos and , of course,
the Kennedy family.

LETTERS

WARREN COMMISSION {Cont. from p, 3)

Continued From Page 3
of the INTERIM, that this consensus is wrong.
This past summer I worked
with an organization that was
interested in getting a bill
passed through Congress . Each
employee was asked to write a
minimum of fifteen letters to his
senators. In all, over 4 ,000
letters were written . Each qf
these letters received a personal reply from his senator. This
not only proves that the senator received the letter, but that
he read it and was interested
enough to give a personal reply .
So, I appeal to you, the students of ITCC-N . Write! It
doesn't matter what you hold
as your opinion. Just write and
get results.
Thank you,
Bob Farnsworth
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Som e C onfusion & Forge tfu lness
For all that, the Warren Commission was neither perfect .in its
procedure nor airtight in its presentation of evidence. There is
some justice to the critics' contentions that staff lawyers felt
rushed, that there were intense deadline pressures and that every
loose end lead was not neatly tied up. The commission m~ght have
prevented some of the current criticism if it had appointed a kind
of devil's advocate to challenge evidence aggressively on behalf
of the assassin. Many of the complaints against it, of course , concern the inevitable flaws that accompany any juridical proceeding;
contradictions, loopholes, gaps of fact , and especially in the case
of such a shattering episode as an assassination, some confusion
and forgetfulness on the part of the shocked witnesses.
TO B E CONTINUED IN NEXT ISSUE
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by Som Wagmeister and Michael Sher

"Make it one for my baby"
Coach "Gee" Butler must
rate Jan. 17, as one of the most
satisfying days of his life. At
9:40 PM, our scoreboard showed
that his team had overcome a
tough Chicago Circle basketball
team 84-79, but failed to make
mention of Mrs. Butler's new
baby, born minutes before game
time.
Although the Golden Eagles
led almost all of the way -trailing only 2-0 and 39-37 -the contest was a battle throughout.
The first half saw "Butler's
Boys" lose an eight point lead,
but continue to hold a slim advantage. Marty Finnerty evened
the score at37-all at half time,
tallying a free throw with six
seconds remaining . .
Doug De Vincent , Duke Gunter,
and Don Lau helped the Golden Guys open a 51-41 lead . A
hot streak midway through the
period now the Chikas cut the
lead to a single point.
With 2:03 remaining, ITC led
72-71. "Duke the
Gunner
tallied a lay-up , but the lead
was endangered once again
when No . 52, Dan Mele was
called for a most unusual foul.
The ref cried out, "52 pushed
'em both!" After the Circle's
free throws, Mele hit a lay-up
at 1:03 and two free throws at
0:56. "Bomber'' Browder and
Doug DeVincent "iced" the
game with three points each in
the closing30 seconds; Doug's
all came on free throws, and
Rod on a charity toss and a
jump shot at 0:04 after stealing
the ball.
Mele's 23 points were tops
for the Golden Eagles, followed by Gunter's 18, DeVincent's
16, and Lau's 12 .

Jim "Hands" Hess starts ba II on its
way to two Eagle points.

SUBS SMASH REBELS
The starting five Golden
Eagles opened up an 18 point
lead, but it was the substitutes
who kept pouring it on to account for a 111-61 victory over
the National College of Education Rebels Jan. 20, in the
ITC gym.
In the first four minutes, Doug
DeVincent helped the "Golden
Guys" grab a lead with his
eight points, and Duke Gunter's
ball handling was decisive
factor in this period .
Jimmy "Hands" Hess continued his fight to regain his

SPECTACULAR FINISH
-FOR PERFORMING
ART. SERIES

III

starting spot as he dazzled the
crowd with superb dribbling,
passing, and fast-break leadership . In the space of 52 seconds,
''The Hands'' scored three layups and set up another basket.
The Eagles led 51-33 at half,
and continued hammering the
Rebels of NCE through the
second half.
Jack Fabian notched ten
points in the second half, hitting four of five field goals .
Emil Beck recorded eight, and
Frank Collins proved true to
the nickname "Fabulous Frank"
with his outstanding play,
tallying nine points and playing solid defensive ball.
DeVincent grabbed scoring
honors with his 20 points, followed by Jimmy Hess's 14.
Duke Gunter h1t for 11, and
Fabian and Don Lau each
finished with 10.
Again, another record hit the
court, the 50 point victory was
the largest ever recorded by
ITC, surpassing the 45 point
win over Fifth Army set January 10.

ST. MARYS "GUNNED" DOWN

!THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1967

Mr. Michael Block

HOT EAGLES
POP COLONELS
Dan "The Monster" Mele and
"Dangerous Doug" De Vin cent
led the Eagles onslaught of the
ITC-South Colonels , 98-92,
Feb . 3, before the largest crowd
ever to attend a game in the
Eagle's gym.
Except for the opening five
minutes, the North squad dominated play . Duke Gunter's pair
of free throws at 7:59 , and jump
shot 38 seconds later gave
"Butler's Boys" a lead which
vanished. Pat "The Irishman"
Doyle's long jumpers put ITCNorth ahead to stay .
Mele and "Big Don" Lau
dominated both boards against
the tough South five, and Browder,
Caligiuri ,
DeVincent ,
Doyle and Gunter threw up a
tight defense. The team effort
accounted for a 48-38 lead at
the half , and 70-53 margin mid-

Duke "The Gunner" Gunter
ignited a second half rally that
led the Golden Eagles to a 10578 thrashing of St. Marys of the
Lake Seminary, Jan. 24, in
Mundelein, Ill.
After the St. Marys Lakers
had tied the score early in the
second half, the Duke hit a
jump shot, free throw , and a
fast break lay-up to start the
Eagles rolling. ·"Dangerous
Doug" DeVincent picked up
where Gunter ha d left off and
recorded five straight tallies
before Pat Doyle began hitting
from the outside.
The game had opened slowly,
with ITC holding a 4-3 lead
after four minutes of play, then
Dan "The Monster'' Mele's four
buckets started the Eagle express. At the half's end, the
Lakers hit for the final ten
points to close the gap to 4339, Eagles favor, at the buzzer .
Eddie "The Killer'' Kuhrt
threw the Golden Eagles into
Pat Doyle scores a hook shot.
triple figures with 2:02 left in
the encounter , to record the
way into the final period . From
team's 99th and 100th points by
that point, the tension eased,
notching a pair of free throws.
and the Golden Eagles were
able to play a conservative
A. note of humor was added to
type of ball.
the affair when Jimmy "Hands"
Hess was accused of fouling a
The Colonels recorded the
St. Marys player. "Hands" definal 13 points of the game to
nied fouling his opponent, and
close the Eagles adv ant age,
the referee replied, "You didn't
but it was ITCC-N all the way.
hit him, but you held his shorts!"
Three players notched a total
Les Caligiuri is the recipient
of 78 points for the squad of
of a tip of Eagle's golden fedora
gold. Mele led the parade with
in acknowledgement of an ex- . 31, followed by DeVincent with
cellent game. "Crash " Caligiuri
27 , and Julius "Duke the Guntotaled 17 points, and was "all
ner" Gunter 20. Although not
over the court" on defense.
scoring high , Don Lau played
"Gunner" Gunter led the scoran important role , blocking
ing with 22, followed by Doug
eight shots and snaring 14 rebounds.
DeVincent's 19. Pat "The
Irishman" Doyle totaled 10 ,
DeVincent passed another
and Dan Mele 15.
milestone as a Golden Eagle,
recording his 300th point at
NEWCOMER A
1:12 of the first half. Mele's 31
WELCOMED ASSET
points are high on the team this
Dan Mele, a newcomer to IT C
season, and second only to
from DePau l, has proven to be
Jimmy "Hands" Hess' record
a prime facto r in the Golden
38 of last year.
Eagles lin e up. "Th e Monster''
has helped "G ee " Butler's
Unofficially, the crowd totalsquad to a 16 -3 record, an d ten
ed 948.
consecutive wins. The gold of
th e Eagles , however, does not
GOLDEN EAGLES
lie so l e ly wi th any one person;
a consert ed and determined effo rt by th e team and s trong
FIFTH ARMY HDQT.
support by th e s tudents have
resulte d in th e team's fine
FEB. 21
showing.

vs.

by Bob Zielinski
At 8 P .M. Feb. 9, Ralph Kirpatrick opened his concert in
ITC's auditorium. From beginning to end it proved to be a
thrilling experience. "Ralph Kirpatrick has long been famous for
for his leadership in the revival of the harpsichord and clavichord playing , but recent years have seen a remarkable expansion of his career. His performances abroad now outnumber those
in the United States , and in many quarters he is regarded as the
world's greatest harpsichordist. He commands a repertoire that is
unrivalled , and has been repeatedly welcomed by various European countries as an interpreter of their own music. For example,
he has been engaged to play Scarlatti in Italy, Mozart and Haydn
in Vienna , English music in England , Couperin and Rameau in
France , and the German Grammophon Society has entrusted him
with the recording of the complete keyboard works of Bach for its
well-known Achive series."·
On March 8, this season of the performing art series will come
to a climatic close with who is perhaps the greatest artist of the
series. Michal Block, "painist extraordinaire" will honor us by
giving a concert in the ITC auditorium at 8 o'clock.
Mr. Block made his debut when he was nine . It was held at
the French Embassy in Mexico . Michal Block emerged overnight
as the most successful pianist in Mexico. At sixteen, he made his
formal orchestral debut with the Mexican National Symphony
Orchestra . The year following his Mexican debut, Michal arrived
in the United States to begin his studies at the Julliard School
of Music in New York City .
Michal has the Ruberstein Award and the Leventritt Award ,
one of the most sought after prizes in the world of piano competition.
After a recent concert in Chicago, reviews from the "Windy
City" were equally ecstatic . Roger Dettmer ~f the America~ hailed Block as "a superlatively endowed , singularly cultivated
young pianist , " and went on to add that he played the evening's
concerto, the Prokofiev Third , "dashingly, with fastidious control,
and enormous comprehension of its esthetic purpose."
Michal speaks French, Spanish, and Italian fluently, and, he
says, "I can defend myself in Polish , German, Portuguese . "
Asked if there is any difference between the audiences of the many
countries in which he has performed he says most emphatically
that there is. "Applause, in every country, is a courtesy. It is
the quality of the applause rather than the quantity which makes
the difference . . . . ''
Michal who is not yet married has many enthusiams . He loves
driving , movies, traveling, bridge , reading science fiction, and
particularly swimming . He spends about four ho urs a day pract_icing when he's not on tour and he says about th ree hours getting
ready to practice .
Records, Michal feels, have had a large influence on the performers -- and the audiences -- of today. "They've created a new
standard; it's more difficult for the artist, as well as the listener
when the concert is live; the audience expects more today . The
young pianist must play with the perfection and maturity of the
well-seasoned performer , but he must mai ntain the enthusiasm of
youth."
Which is exactly the way audiences and critics have been
describing the singular young pianist who is Micha l Block .
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LOOKING FOR SELF-FULFILLMENT?
SHE RUT LA' AM -- ISRAEL MAY BE YOUR ANSWER
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TO: Sherut La' am (Service to the People)
515 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y . 10022
I am a graduate - undergraduate ( under/ ine one) between
19 - 30 and would like you to send me, without obligation,
FREE information telling how I con serve a full year in
Israel for only $670 which includes round trip fare. (A limited number of-long term loans ore available). I understand
a knowledge of Hebrew is not a prerequisite.
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